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Calling all Design and
Technology Students
Put your skills to the test as a team
member at the Technology Tournament
organised by your local Rotary club.
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ROTARY YOUTH
LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Technology Tournaments
Rotary Technology Tournaments are a challenge and an enjoyable
and rewarding experience for those taking part. We guarantee
an interesting and fun day out of school which will test the
knowledge, ingenuity, innovation, application and manual skills of
the participants and their ability to work in a team.
There are three age levels for team members - Foundation,
Intermediate and Advanced. All costs are paid by the organising
Rotary clubs and there is no entry cost to school teams other than
transport to and from the event.

Design, develop, build, test

Taking part

The team of four students have to solve a design and technology
based task which they know nothing about until the day of the
event. Each team is required to design, develop, build and then
test their solution to the task from the materials supplied.

Technology Tournaments take place from February through to
October to suit local education timetables. Some areas have
just a few competing teams whilst others host up to 50 teams
across the three age categories. Schools are invited to enter
one or more teams per age category.

The day culminates in the testing session when teams
demonstrate their best solution to the task and can observe
the efforts of competing teams.
Stewards are on hand to guide the student teams.
The tournament is judged by Rotarians and guests with
backgrounds in engineering, technology and design.

Certificates are given to every student and the winning teams
in each age category are presented with a certificate and
trophy. Every year over 100 events are held across England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales engaging over 5,000 students.
Technology Tournaments are accredited by The British Science
Association so that every participant successfully completing
the TT day can apply for a CREST Discovery Award.
For more information and to get your school or college
involved please visit:

rotarygbi.org/youth/competitions

